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MEET RUBE GOLDBERG!
Extracted from Crazy Contraptions: Build Rube Goldberg Machines that Swoop, Spin, Stack, and Swivel
by Laura Perdew
Have you ever watched a line of dominoes fall? Have
you ever played the game Mouse Trap? Do you like to
think of complex ways to accomplish simple tasks?
You might love doing Rube Goldberg projects, without
even knowing what they’re called! These are activities
that involve creating a series of chain reactions to
perform a specific task. And not just any kind of task:
one that would be far easier to simply do with your
own two hands, but which ends up being a lot of fun
when you design an entire machine around the task.
Sound nutty? Let’s meet the man who started this
craze!

More than a hundred years ago, a man named
Reuben Lucius Goldberg (1883–1970) was born on
July 4, 1883, in San Francisco, California. Early on,
Rube was interested in art. When he grew up, he went
to college to become an engineer, but later worked as
a cartoonist for a newspaper.
Goldberg was a great cartoonist, but he became a
household name because of the elaborate, overly
complicated, hilarious, crazy contraptions he drew.
These contraptions were extremely complicated chain
reactions that, in the end, performed very simple
tasks. The contraptions Rube Goldberg invented were
funny not only because they were so convoluted, but
because they often included
unusual parts. He used animals
in the designs. He also used
springs, pulleys and other
simple machines, rockets,
feathers, melting ice, escaltors,
fire, catapults, and more.

CARTOON IT

This short video will
give you a quick introduction to the
world of Rube Goldberg machines.
Have you ever built a Rube Goldberg
machine before? Did it meet your objective?

One thing engineers and designers do a
lot of is drawing. You might think they
dive right in with materials, but no—they
dive right in with pencils and paper. Start
your creative juices flowing by drawing
your own cartoon, just like Rube Goldberg.

Rube Goldberg legacy Vimeo

IDENTIFY
Think of a problem
or challenge
REDESIGN?
Do you need to
redesign? Do you
have new ideas?

EVALUATE
How well did it work?
Did it work how you
wanted it to?

The
Engineering
Design
Process

Credit: U.S. Army photo by Merv Brokke, AMRDEC

Do you like to take things apart
to see how they work? Do you
like to build things? Do you
have ideas for inventions? Then
you should try building crazy
contraptions!
Find suggestions for crazy
contraptions, along with
supplies lists and engineering
explanations, in Crazy
Contraptions!
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physics: the study of physical
forces, including matter,
energy, and motion, and how
these forces interact with each
other.
work: when a force acts on an
object to move it.
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Draw your own Rube Goldberg-esque cartoon that
will accomplish that simple task in a humorous and
complicated way. Because you are only sketching,
you can use really crazy stuff in it, such as alligators
and rockets and fire!

DRAW A PLAN
Sketch out your plan

Remember to label each part of the chain reaction
with a letter. Then, write a description of each step
below the drawing. You might not know much
about engineering crazy contraptions yet, but let
Rube Goldberg’s work be your inspiration. See
what you can come up with.

BUILD
Construct according
to the plan

TEST
Try it out

brainstorm: to think
creatively and without
judgment, often in a group of
people.
improvise: to create with
little preparation using
materials easily obtained.
kinetic energy: the energy
of an object in motion.

Consider chores in your own everyday life that you
don’t like doing. Feeding the dog? Washing the
dishes? Taking out the trash?

BRAINSTORM
Come up with
possible solutions and
ideas for supplies

CHECK YOUR VOCAB

Kids testing their Rube
Goldberg machine
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ACTIVITY TIME!

CRAZY CONTRAPTIONS WORD SEARCH
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MEET LAURA PERDEW!
HOW DID YOU BECOME
INTERESTED IN ENGINEERING
CRAZY CONTRAPTIONS?

WHAT WAS ONE OF YOUR
FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT
WRITING THIS BOOK?

Rube Goldberg
machines have
always intrigued
me! As I wrote the
book, I became
even more
interested in Rube
Goldberg machines,
and somewhat
addicted. I
planned and built
and tested many
contraptions to make sure they worked (and
because it was fun). When my contraptions didn’t
work, I became obsessed with figuring out why
and redesigning them. It was a fun book to write!

I got to play! There were times when I was “working”
on the book, but it probably didn’t look that way at all.
About half the time I traded my computer for marbles,
pulleys, dominoes, recycled TP rolls, and a hot-glue gun.

WHAT DO YOU HOPE KIDS WILL
TAKE AWAY FROM THE BOOK?
First, I hope that kids will understand that science
and engineering are FUN, and it’s easy to learn and
understand with hands-on projects. I also want kids
to build contraptions that are wacky and wild and
beyond anything I’ve conceived. Perhaps the most
important takeaway should be that a failed contraption
doesn’t mean failure—it is simply an opportunity to
think, redesign, evaluate, and learn. All engineers have
successes and failures, no matter their age!

Who is Nomad Press?
Nomad Press is an educational publisher dedicated to sparking the interest
of young readers in the fascinating world around them.
Biographies, project-based narratives, nonfiction picture books, and
historical mysteries make up our title list, and every book includes unique
illustrations, links to primary sources, fascinating fun facts, and much more.
Many of our books include science-minded investigations to expand learning
into tactile moments that stick with readers long after the final page.
Nomad Press books bring learning to life in a unique way, promoting
independent and interactive learning.
For more information about Nomad Press and ordering books, visit
NomadPress.net

Want to get Nomad books for your classroom visit?
Call 802-649-1995 or email info@nomadpress.net
to find out how to GET 50% OFF!
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